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SERVICES

Complex Tort and Product
Liability

EDUCATION

● Juris Doctor, Penn State
Dickinson Law (2021)

● Bachelor of Arts in
English, Yale University
(2018)

ADMISSIONS

West Virginia

Michaela Cloutier is an associate in Flaherty’s Charleston office, where she is a
member of our complex tort and product liability practice group. Before serving
as a summer associate in our office, Michaela spent a year learning about the
ins and outs of litigation from a judge’s perspective as a judicial intern. She
brings this knowledge to every motion and document filed on behalf of a client,
writing for a judicial audience by highlighting the facts and law that would most
concern a judge.

“I consistently choose to invest time on the front end in researching the
potential outcomes of litigation, helping clients to avoid unnecessary expenses
and risk later. I love that I can leverage my judicial experience and English
background to improve the clarity and persuasiveness of my writing.”

Michaela enjoys baking in her spare time and reading historical fiction, primarily
focused on the medieval period.

PROFESSIONAL INVOLVEMENT

●  Defense Trial Counsel of West Virginia (DTCWV)
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INSIGHTS

September 2022
THE DISCOVERY DRAIN: HELP REDUCE YOUR LITIGATION COSTS WITH THESE DIY FIXES

You’ve heard it before—discovery can be expensive and burdensome. Given that written discovery is one of the
most significant expenses in litigation, it makes sense that discovery costs are a frequent complaint. Today’s
litigants are especially eager to reduce litigation costs in ...
 

March 2022
TIMEOUTS OR HALF-TIME PEP TALKS: WHEN AND HOW TO CONSULT ABOUT YOUR DEPOSITION GAME PLAN
WITHOUT GETTING A PENALTY

By Megan Fulcher Bosak and Michaela L. Cloutier, as published in USLAW Magazine (Spring 2022)

In both football and depositions, taking a break can be a savvy way to change the pace of play when the game
isn’t going your way, give players a chance to rest when they’re not at the top of their game ...
 

October 2021
FLAHERTY SENSABAUGH BONASSO WELCOMES NEW ASSOCIATE

Flaherty Sensabaugh Bonasso is pleased to announce that associate Michaela L. Cloutier has joined the firm’s
Charleston office.

Michaela graduated from Penn State Dickinson Law in 2021 after receiving her Bachelor of Arts in English from
Yale University. She was a summer associate at ...
 

HONORS & AWARDS

● CALI Award in Advanced Persuasion
● CALI Award in International Law
● Penn State Dickinson Dean’s Fellow

ADDITIONAL LEGAL EXPERIENCE

● Summer Associate, Flaherty Sensabaugh Bonasso (2019, 2020)
● Judicial internship for the U.S. District Court for the Middle District of Pennsylvania
● Senior Editor on Penn State Dickinson Law Review
● Moot Court Team Member
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